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§  Employers confederation and business policy association for approx. 6.000 construction businesses   
§  Member companies employ 65.000 FTE 
§  Members renovate and build a new 

Danish Construction Association 



Demolition and new construction shall be a valid 
alternative to renovating existing buildings 
 

Thesis: The decision is usually based on tradition 
and old habit – buildings are constructed to last!  

Make public building owners, ie municipalities 
and regions have a more diversified approach 
when planning up grades and renovation of 
existing buildings 

 

The project aim 

Social housing from the 60’s The Royal palace in Copenhagen 
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Findings 

§  Decisions are in fact based on habit 
§  An over view of practical decision making does not excist 
§  Very few municipalities have a strategic approach to their ownership role 
§  Political decision making includes many more parametres than the economy of running a building 
§  Valid questions:  
§  What do users demand? 
§  What serves the (short term) municipal economy  
§  How long until next election? 
§  What serves the whole society on a long term basis? 

§  Municipalities budgets are monitored systematically by the government – the state of buildings, 
streets, sewers etc. is not  
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Responsible building management in municipalities 

§  Maintenance is a big task and challenge 

§  With present maintenance activity, by 2030 the value of the building stock will fall by 14 bn Euros 

§  With timely maintenance the cost can be reduced to 9,5 bn Euros 

§  There is a need for making ”short term” money ”long term” 

§  There is a need for a total economy of ownership approach, LCC 

§  Local governments must respect that buildings require a  continous budget  
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Total economy approach 

§  Decisions by politicians regarding the building stock requires more information and knowledge 
than is usually available 

§  Renovation (especially cheap) can be costly in the long run. But how costly is usually under 
estimated 

§  In DK municipalities are required to make LCC calculations when buildings cost more the 3M 
Euros to construct, ”when it is considered relevant” = in reality almost never 

§  Danish Concrete Association took the initiative to create a user friendly tool (MS Excel) for 
”quick LCC-screening”, and compiled a list of examples 
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The tool: www.danskbeton.dk/totaløkonomi 
 
www.danskbeton.dk/totaløkonomi 
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Thank you for your attention 
The Danish Construction Association building in Copenhagen 
Further info: www.danskbyggeri.dk 
Contact: tli@danskbyggeri.dk 
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